One of the well-known formulations of human perception is a hierarchical inference model based on the interaction between conceptual knowledge and sensory stimuli from the partially observable environment. This model helps human to learn inductive biases and guides their behaviors by minimizing their surprise of observations. However, most model-based reinforcement learning still lacks the support of object-based physical reasoning. In this paper, we propose Object-based Perception Control (OPC). It combines the learning of perceiving objects from the scene and that of control of the objects in the perceived environments by the freeenergy principle. Extensive experiments on highdimensional pixel environments show that OPC outperforms several strong baselines in accumulated rewards and the quality of perceptual grouping.
Introduction
Reinforcement learning (RL), which learns how to map observations to actions to maximize a numerical reward signal, is considered to be the closest form of learning that humans and other animals do Barto et al., 1983] . However, many of the current advances in RL lie in the model-free paradigm and assume the environment state to be fully observable [Mnih et al., 2016] . These group of RL algorithms usually require large amounts of experience and trial-and-error to explore until learning a good policy and ignore the fact that the environment model of many real-world problems is typically unknown. Nevertheless, humans behave in a partially observable world: in order to operate within the constantly changing environment by keeping homeostasis [Kauffman, 1993] , humans manage to minimize their surprise of the observation outcome by maintaining and updating a good environment model [Gregory, 1980; Friston, 2005] , which enables human to learn new concepts from seeing just a few examples efficiently. Many modelbased reinforcement learning (MBRL) approaches have been proposed to perform under partially observable Markov decision processes (POMDPs) and learn an abstract yet informative model of the world [Kaelbling et al., 1998] , which helps to reduce the dimension of the input and the amount of training data Gu et al., 2016; .
However, existing MBRL methods often fail to facilitate common-sense physical reasoning [Battaglia et al., 2013] , which learns the structured properties of the environment and provides inductive biases (the prior knowledge of observed objects' locations, shapes, etc.) to help human make inferences that go beyond the observation [Lake et al., 2017] . Humans learn inductive biases with the interactive environment feedback throughout their lifecycle , leading to a unified hierarchical and behavioral-correlated perception model to perceive events and objects from the environment . To create AI capable of simulating this human-like inductive-biases learning, we shall build a model to create knowledge through executiontime optimization, rather than a model merely generating static products from offline training [Dehaene et al., 2017] .
In this paper, we propose Object-based Perception Control (OPC), a perception model in the context of RL to infer inductive biases from POMDPs with raw pixel observations. We build the object-based inference by segmenting the sensory input into multiple conceptual objects upon unsupervised perceptual grouping . To emphasize the behavioral correlates of perception updating, we impose the trial-and-error on the perceptual grouping process. The perception model is typically hierarchical as stated by the Bayesian brain hypothesis [Dayan et al., 1995; Knill and Pouget, 2004] , and is usually formulated as the minimization of free-energy , which is a close approximation of the surprise. The coherent framework of perception and control becomes beneficial as the perception model helps decision-making with inductive biases, while the decision-making module provides the temporaldifference error [Sutton, 1988] from the interaction with the environment to bias the perception learning towards semantically relevant perceptual representations. Experiments on the Pixel Waterworld environment show that OPC outperforms several strong baselines in terms of accumulated rewards, and the quality and consistency of the perceptual grouping.
Preliminary on Bayesian Brain Hypothesis
Many of the classical hierarchical perception models on vision sensory inputs include the Restricted Boltzmann Ma- chines (RBMs) , the predictive coding [Mc-Clelland and Rumelhart, 1981] , and the Helmholtz Machine [Dayan et al., 1995] . They share a general principle of Bayesian brain hypothesis, which formulates human perception as a hierarchical inference process based on the interaction between sensory stimuli (a bottom-up recognition model q(s)) and conceptual knowledge (a top-down generative model p(o, s)) . The perception then comes as the recognition model formalizing beliefs about the cause of observations, i.e., to infer and maximize the posterior p(s|o) (the probability of different hidden states given the observation) by inverting the likelihood model p(o|s) (the probability of observation given their causes). The inversion requires maximizing the model evidence p(o) (the prediction ability of the generative model regarding the observation o), which is equivalent to minimizing the surprise
where q(s) is the bottom-up recognition model. Eq. (1) is called as the free energy , which is an upper bound of the surprise of observations as the KL term in Eq. (2) is non-negative. The bound becomes tight when the KL term equals to zero, i.e., the difference between the recognition model and the posterior probability is minimized.
3 Object-based Perception Control
Environment Setting
We define the environment as a partially observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) represented by tuple Γ = S, P, A, O, U, R , where S, A, O are the state space, the action space, and the observation space, respectively. Given two sets X and Y, we use X × Y to denote the Cartesian product of X and Y, i.e., X × Y = {(x, y)|x ∈ X , y ∈ Y}.
For an agent performing in this environment, we consider its received observation o t ∈ O ≡ R D at time step t as a visual image (a matrix of pixels) composited of K objects, where each pixel o i is determined by exactly one object. At each time step t, we denote as s t ∈ S ≡ [0, 1] D×K the latent state which encodes the unknown true pixel assignments, such that s t i,k = 1 iff pixel o t i was generated by component k, We regard the perception update as K copies of RNN with hidden states θ t k receiving η t k (ψ t k − o t+1 ) as input. Each copy generates a new ψ t+1 k , which is used to re-estimate the soft-assignments η t+1 k for the calculation of the expected log-likelihood Q θ t+1 (θ t+2 ). The hidden states are then used as the input of decision-making (before fed into an optional relational module) to guide agent's action. and k s t i,k = 1. The observation o t is generated by the environment following the conditional observation distribution
Whether an observation is probable (or not surprised) given an agent's current state and action is quantified by its observed reward log p θ t (o t |s t , a t ) = r t ∈ R provided by the environment according to the reward function R(r t |s t , a t ) : S × A → R. When the environment receives an action a t ∈ A, it moves to a new state s t+1 following the transition function P(s t+1 |s t , a t ) : S × A → S. In the following sections, we also use ρ t to represent the stateaction tuple (s t , a t ) at time step t.
Learning Object-based Perception Control
To formalize the belief about the way the observation o t is caused, the agent maintains a perception model q(s t ) to approximate the probability of different latent states p θ t (s t |o ≤t , a <t ). Using the encoded sufficient statistic of the history, agent's inferred belief about the latent state could serve as the input to its decision-making module (the policy) π. The prediction ability of the perception model at time step t is given by the model evidence as
See details of derivation in the supplementary material. The goal of the agent is to learn a perception model with high prediction ability by minimizing the average surprise
over trajectories τ = (s 0 , a 0 , s 1 , a 1 , . . . ) = (ρ 0 , ρ 1 , . . . ) induced by agent's policy π, We denote the distribution over initial state as s 0 : S → [0, 1].
See derivation in the supplementary material. The first term in Eq. (5) is identical to the expected free energy [Friston et al., 2017] along trajectory τ with respect to a set of object
∈ Ω ⊂ R M ×K , and is also minimized by improving the perception q(s t ) about the true posterior p θ t (s t |o ≤t , a <t ). Meanwhile, the second term in Eq. (5) is the negative of the total reward along trajectory τ , and is minimized by taking actions on the environment to change the sensory input. The optimization of these terms are discussed in Sect. 3.3 and Sect. 3.5 respectively.
Perception Model Update
Assume that the estimate θ t is given when the expected free energy is already minimized with respect to q(s t ), which happens when the KL term in Eq. (6) equals to 0, i.e., q(s t+1
We then find θ t+1 to minimize the expected free energy as
See derivation in the supplementary material. Note that Eq. (8) returns a set of points that maximize Q θ t (θ t+1 ), and we choose θ t+1 to be any value within this set.
To update the perception model by minimizing the expected free energy with respect to q(s t ) and θ t+1 , we compute Eq. 7 and Eq. 8 iteratively. However, an analytical solution to Eq. 8 is not available because we use a differentiable non-linear function f φ to map from object representations θ t
where α is the learning rate (see details of derivation in the supplementary material). We regard the iterative process as t ro -step rollout of K copies of a recurrent neural network with hidden states θ t k receiving η t k (ψ t k − o t+1 ) as input (see the inner loop of Algorithm 1). Each copy generates a new ψ t+1 k , which is then used to re-estimate the softassignments η t+1 k . We parameterize the Jacobian ∂ψ t k /∂θ t k and the differentiable non-linear function f φ k using a convolutional encoder-decoder architecture with a recurrent neural network as bottleneck, which linearly combine the output of the encoder with θ t k from the previous timestep. The training process is organized in an unsupervised manner by minimizing Eτ∼π −Q θ t (θ t+1 ) .
Convergence of the Perception Model Update
Under main assumptions and lemmas as introduced below, we demonstrate the convergence of a sequence of average surprise values {J π,θ t } generated by the perception update. The proof is presented by showing that the learning process follows the Global Convergence Theorem [Zangwill, 1969] .
Assumption 2. J is continuous in Ω and differentiable in the interior of Ω.
The above assumptions lead to the fact that {J π,θ t } is bounded for any θ 0 ∈ Ω. Lemma 1. Let Ω S be the set of stationary points in the interior of Ω, then the mapping arg max θ t+1 Q θ t (θ t+1 ) from Eq. 8 is closed over Ω\Ω S (the complement of Ω S ).
Proof. See [Wu, 1983] . A sufficient condition is that
Proof. Note that (i.) holds true given the condition. To prove (ii.), consider any θ t ∈ Ω\Ω S , we have
Hence Q θ t (θ t+1 ) is not maximized at θ t+1 = θ t . Given the perception update described by Eq. (8), we therefore have
Theorem 1. Let {θ t } be a sequence generated by the mapping from Eq. 8, Ω S be the set of stationary points in the interior of Ω. If Assumptions 1 & 2, Lemma 1, and Proposition 1 are met, then all the limit points of {θ t } are stationary points (local minima) and J π,θ t converges monotonically to J * = J π,θ * for some stationary point θ * ∈ Ω S .
Proof. Suppose that θ * is a limit point of the sequence {θ t }. Given Assumptions 1 & 2 and Proposition 1.i), we have that the sequence {θ t } are contained in a compact set Ω K ⊂ Ω. Thus, there is a subsequence {θ l } l∈L of {θ t } such that θ l → θ * as l → ∞ and l ∈ L.
We first show that J π,θ t → J π,θ * as t → ∞. Given J is continuous in Ω (Assumption 2), we have J π,θ l → J π,θ * as l → ∞ and l ∈ L, which means
Given Proposition 1 and Eq. (8), J is therefore monotonically decreasing on the sequence {θ t } ∞ t=0 , which gives ∀t, J π,θ t − J π,θ * ≥ 0.
Algorithm 
Perform synchronous update of φ using dφ, of ζ using dζ, and of ζv using dζv end while Given Eq. (10), for any t ≥ l( ), we have
Given Eq. (11) and Eq. (12), we therefore have J π,θ t → J π,θ * as t → ∞. We then prove that the limit point θ * is a stationary point. Suppose θ * is not a stationary point, i.e., θ * ∈ Ω\Ω S , we consider the sub-sequence {θ l+1 } l∈L , which are also contained in the compact set Ω K . Thus, there is a subsequence {θ l +1 } l ∈L of {θ l+1 } l∈L such that θ l +1 → θ * as l → ∞ and l ∈ L , yielding J π,θ l +1 → J π,θ * as l → ∞ and l ∈ L , which gives J π,θ * = lim
On the other hand, since the mapping from Eq. (8) is closed over Ω\Ω S (Lemma 1), and θ * ∈ Ω\Ω S , we therefore have θ * ∈ arg max θ t+1 Q θ * (θ t+1 ), yielding J π,θ * < J π,θ * (Proposition 1.ii), which contradicts Eq. (13).
Decision-making Module Update
The second term in Eq. (5) is the negative of the total reward along trajectory τ , which is straightforward to understand as an agent with a better perception model would receive a higher total reward by conditioning its policy on its inferred belief about the latent state. Intuitively, the additional knowledge provided by the decomposition of high-dimensional observations with respect to disentangled and structured object abstractions could ease the burden of decision-making.
To maximize the total reward along trajectory τ , we follow the conventional Temporal-Difference learning approach [Sutton, 1988] by passing the object abstractions to a small multilayer perceptron (MLP) [Rumelhart et al., 1986] to produce an (dim R (A) + 1)-dimensional vector, which is split into a dim R (A)-dimensional vector of π ζ 's (the 'actor') logits, and a baseline scalar V ζv (the 'critic'). The π ζ logits are normalized using a softmax function, and used as multinomial distribution from which an action is sampled. The V ζv is an estimate of the state-value function at the current state, which is given by the last hidden state θ of the t ro -step RNN rollout. On training the decision-making module, the V ζv is used to compute the temporal-difference error given by
where γ ∈ [0, 1) is a discount factor. L T D is used both to optimize π ζ to generate actions with larger total rewards than V ζv predicts by updating ζ with respect to the policy gradient ∇ ζ log π ζ (a t+1 |θ t+1 )(y − V ζv (θ t+1 )), and to optimize V ζv to more accurately estimate state values by updating ζ v . Also, differentiating L T D with respect to φ enables the gradient-based optimizers to update the perception model. We provide the pseudo-code for one-step TDlearning of the proposed model in Algorithm 1. By grouping objects with respect to the reward, our model could support distinguishing objects with high visual similarities but different meanings, thus helping to accelerate the learning procedure and better understand the environment.
Related Work
Model-based deep reinforcement learning algorithms have been shown to be more effective than model-free alternatives in certain tasks Gu et al., 2016; . However, these models typically produce entangled latent representations for pixel observations, making them unable to facilitate physical reasoning and learn inductive biases. Although have used relational mechanism to discover and reason about relevant entities, their model needs additional supervision to label entities with their location information. The method most closely related to our approach is the World Model [Ha and Schmidhuber, 2018] , which consists of separately trained models for visual, memorizing, and control purposes, thus preventing the formerly trained components from the guidance provided by latter components. Different from these approaches, OPC provides the decision-making process with object-based abstractions of high-dimensional observations, which naturally contain object-based position information. Also, the unified model breaks down the raw pixels into structured objects in a manner appropriate to the task faced by the agent, which adhere to Bayesian brain hypothesis as the agent maintains and updates a compact perception model towards the cause of particular observations [Friston, 2010] .
The object-based approach, which recognizes decomposed objects from the environment observations, has attracted considerable attention in the field of reinforcement learning as well [Schmidhuber, 1992; Diuk et al., 2008; Bengio, 2013; Garnelo et al., 2016; Keramati et al., 2018] . However, these models normally assume prior knowledge of object-based representations rather than extracting from high-dimensional observation space [Diuk et al., 2008] . When objects are extracted through learning methods, these models usually require supervised modeling of the object definition, by either comparing the activation spectrum generated from neural network filters with existing types [Garnelo et al., 2016] or leveraging the bounding boxes generated by standard object detection algorithms in computer vision [Keramati et al., 2018] . On the other hand, OPC follows an unsupervised manner to extract object abstractions by minimizing the free energy of unsupervised perceptual grouping. By biasing the discovered object representations through the TD error, the decisionmaking process can also benefit from the inductive bias.
Experiments

Pixel Waterworld
We demonstrate the mutual facilitation of object-based perception and reinforcement learning by applying OPC on a modified Waterworld environment [Karpathy, 2015] , where the observations are 84 * 84 grayscale raw pixel images composited of an agent and two types of bouncing targets: the poison and the food, as illustrated in Fig. (2) . The agent can control its velocity by choosing from four available actions: to apply thrusters to the left, right, up and down. The environment dynamics will then integrate the velocity of the agent to change its position. A negative reward will be awarded to the agent if it touches any poison target, while a positive reward for making contact with any food target. The optimal strategy depends on the number, the moving speed, and the size of objects, thus requiring the agent to infer the underlying physical dynamics of the environment within a given amount of observations. The intuition of this environment is to test whether the agent can quickly learn the underlying dynamics of a new environment without any prior knowledge, i.e., the execution-time optimization throughout the agent's lifecycle to imitate the inductive biases learning process of humans. We choose Advantage Actor-Critic (A2C) [Mnih et al., 2016] as the decision-making module of OPC without loss of generality, although other online learning methods are also applicable. For OPC, we use K = 4 and t ro = 20 for all experiments, unless otherwise stated.
Optimize RL through Inductive Biases: Accumulated Reward Comparison
To verify inductive biases facilitating reinforcement learning, we compare OPC against a set of baseline algorithms, includ-ing (1) the standard A2C, which uses convolutional layers to transform the raw pixel observations to low dimensional vectors as input for the same MLP described in Sect. 3.5; (2) the World Model [Ha and Schmidhuber, 2018] (WM), a stateof-the-art model-based approach, which learns separate models for visual, memorizing, and control purposes respectively; and (3) the random policy. For both the baseline A2C and the decision-making module of OPC, we follow the convention of [Mnih et al., 2016] by running the algorithm in the forward view and using the same mix of n-step returns to update both the π ζ and the V ζv . We build the environment with two poison objects and one food object moving in high speed and set the size of the agent 1.5 times smaller than the target. Results are reported with separate runs of three random seeds. Note that the learning procedure of WM is off-line, and requires many more observation samples than OPC as it consists of independent training for each model. Following the early-stopping criteria in [Ha and Schmidhuber, 2018] , we report that WM requires 300 times more observation samples to give the results presented in Fig. (3) . Fig. (3a) shows the result of accumulated rewards after each agent has experienced the same amount of observations in its life-cycle, where the agent with OPC achieves the best performance as having the highest accumulated reward than agents with any other models performing in the environment. We believe this advantage owes to the help of inductive biases learned by the perception model (compared to entangled representations extracted by the CNN used in standard A2C), and the joint learning of perception and control of OPC instead of the separate learning of WM. To illustrate agent's learning process through time, we also present the period reward, which is the accumulated reward during a given period of environment interactions (2e4 of experienced observations) along the agent's life-cycle. As illustrated in Fig. (3b) , OPC significantly improves the sample efficiency of A2C, making the agent performing in the environment find an optimal strategy much quicker than the A2C agent, as well as agents with WM and the random policy. We also find that the standard version of A2C with four parallel running threads gives roughly the same result as the single-thread version of A2C (the same as the decision-making module of OPC), eliminating the potential drawback of single-thread learning.
Optimize Perception Update through the TD Signal: Perceptual Grouping Results
To demonstrate the facilitation of perception update by reinforcement learning, we compare OPC against a perception model, namely OP, with the same architecture but no guid- ance of the TD signal from RL. Fig. (4) shows the softassignment η produced by the perception model, which allows us to gain insights into knowledge acquired by the inductive biases learning process. Results are produced by models running in environments with the same random seed. As illustrated in Fig. (3c) , OPC outperforms OP in terms of the accumulated rewards through time with a given amount of observations. This performance difference owes to the fact shown in Fig. (4) , where the η of OP are overlaid, and the shapes are not delineated in bold colors but are a mixture, showing that OP has not learned to segment the objects clearly. On the other hand, the quality and consistency of the soft-assignment generated by OPC are improved with the TD signal, suggesting that RL facilitates the learning of the perception model. During joint-training of the perception model and the decision-making module, the soft-assignment gradually constitutes a 'semantic segmentation' as the TD signal guides the perception model to recognize the agent, and improves the recognition when grouping pixels into 'agent' against 'non-agent' based on the interaction with the environment, thus specializing the learned inductive biases semantically. Consequently, the learned latent representation of the objects θ is a semantic interpretation of the raw pixels grouped into semantic perceptual objects.
Furthermore, the interaction between objects shown in Fig. (4) demonstrates the agent is moving away from the poison (even when the food is nearby). Although OPC has not yet learned to distinguish between food and poison, the environment dynamics of high moving speed and more poison objects than food objects give strong indications to move away from all stimuli, thus showing an understanding of visual reasoning that the agent can separate itself from the rest of the environment. This elementary level of self-awareness, which is the ability to recognize oneself as an individual separated from the environment [Gallup, 1970] , also indicates OPC as a preliminary imitation of human perception learning.
Effectiveness of the Hyperparameter Setting
We further investigate the influence of hyperparameters towards the learning ability of OPC, by changing the number of recurrent copies K, the rollout steps for recurrent iteration t ro , and the use of relational mechanism across object representations θ described in , and present the results of the period reward across different hyperparameter settings in Fig. (5) .
As illustrated in Fig. (5a) , the number of recurrent copies affects the stability of OPC learning, as OPC with K = 3 has experienced larger variance during the agent's life-cycle. We believe the difference comes from the environment dynamics as we have visually four objects in the environment. During the earlier stage of interacting with the environment, OPC tries to group each object into a distinct class; thus a different number of K against the number of objects in the environment will confuse the perception model and lead to unstable learning. Although different K settings might affect the learning stability and slow down the convergence, OPC can still find an optimal strategy within a given amount of observations, thus being superior to other baseline models. Meanwhile, the use of relational mechanism has limited impact on OPC, possibly because OPC doesn't rely on the prediction ability of the perception model, but instead benefits from the learned inductive biases.
In Fig. (5b) , we compare OPC with different steps of recurrent rollout. A shorter rollout means fewer rounds of perception update, thus suffering from slower convergence in terms of the number of experienced observations. However, choosing shorter rollout steps can still be beneficial for simpler environments, as the required rounds of perception update will be smaller, thus configuring with shorter rollout steps can find the optimal strategy quicker in terms of wall training time.
Conclusions
In this paper, we propose Object-based Perception Control (OPC), demonstrating the mutual facilitation of hierarchical object-based perception and reinforcement learning under the Bayesian brain hypothesis derived from the free-energy principle. Extensive experiments on high-dimensional pixel environments show that OPC outperforms several strong baselines in terms of accumulated rewards within agent's lifecycle, and the quality and consistency of the perceptual grouping. In future work, we intend to investigate OPC with more types of inductive biases and test the model performance in a wider variety of environments.
A Detailed Review on Bayesian Brain Hypothesis
Many of the classical hierarchical perception models on vision sensory inputs include the Helmholtz Machine [Dayan et al., 1995] , the predictive coding Rao and Ballard, 1999; Clark, 2013] , the Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBMs) , and the Variational Auto-Encoders (VAEs) [Kingma and Welling, 2013] . Although they vary from the architecture design, the training procedure, or the optimization goals, they share a general principle that the brain is constantly generating and amending hypotheses of sensory input at varying levels of abstraction. This principle comes from the Bayesian brain hypothesis, which derives from the idea of analysis-by-synthesis [Neisser, 2014] and uses Bayesian probability theory to formulate human perception as a hierarchical inference process based on the interaction between sensory stimuli (a bottom-up recognition model q(s)) and conceptual knowledge (a top-down generative model p(o, s)) Bruner and Postman, 1949; Mackay, 1956; ]. The perception model actively predicts and explains its sensations while being updated using sensory inputs [von Helmholtz and Southall, 2005] , e.g., raw pixels of high-dimensional environment observations. The generative model is decomposed into a likelihood p(o|s) (the probability of observation given their causes) and the prior belief p(s) (the a priori probability of those causes). The perception then comes as the recognition model formalizing beliefs about the way observations are caused, i.e., to infer the posterior p(s|o) (the probability of different hidden states given the observation) by inverting the likelihood model. This inversion is the same as minimizing the difference between the recognition model and the posterior probability to optimize free energy, as we shall show below.
The inference of p(s|o) via Bayesian theory requires us to compute and maximize the model evidence p(o), which quantifies the prediction ability of the generative model regarding the observation o: the better the model, the higher the probability of the observation p(o). Maximizing model evidence is equivalent to minimizing the surprise − log p(o), which follows the primary goal of any intelligent agent operating in a changing environment. However, an intelligent agent cannot directly decide whether an observation is probable, since the evaluation of surprise by direct marginalization − log s p(o, s)ds is intractable due to the integration over the hidden variable s. Instead, the agent keeps a recognition model q(s) and therefore manages to minimize
The inequality in Eq. (15) stands on the convex property of the logarithm and the Jensen's inequality, i.e., the convex transformation of a mean is less than or equal to the mean applied after convex transformation [Jensen, 1906] . Eq. (15) is called as the free energy Hinton and van Camp, 1993] , which is an upper bound of the surprise of observations as the KL term in Eq. (16) is non-negative. The bound becomes tight when the KL term equals to zero, i.e., the difference between the recognition model and the posterior probability is minimized. The minimization of free energy is thus tractable by two distinct ways: (1) change perceptual representations (predictions) by updating the perception model q(s), so that they approximate the conditional density on the causes of particular observations p(s|o) [Friston, 2010] ; and (2) change sensory input (observations) by taking actions on the environment to change its states, so that they conform to expectations [Adams et al., 2013; .
B Additional Related Work
Human-like computing, which aims at endowing machines with human-like perceptual, reasoning and learning abilities, has drawn considerate attention from the recent progress in artificial intelligence (AI) [Lake, 2014; Lake et al., 2015; Graves et al., 2016; . Reinforcement learning (RL), which learns how to map observations to actions to maximize a numerical reward signal, is considered to be the closest form of learning that humans and other animals do Barto et al., 1983; Barto et al., 1989 ; Sutton and Barto, 1990] . Being capable of reasoning about the motions of inanimate objects even at early ages in infancy [Baillargeon et al., 1985; Spelke, 1990] , humans gradually develop their cortical systems to learn physical conceptions with the interactive environment feedback , leading to a unified hierarchical and behavioral-correlated perception model to perceive events and objects from the environment [Mumford, 1992; ]. Different from model-free methods [Silver et al., 2017] , which treats learning as making good predictions by discovering patterns correlated to large rewards directly from the environments, model-based deep reinforcement learning algorithms have been shown to be more effective in certain tasks [Levine and Abbeel, 2014; Gu et al., 2016; Finn and Levine, 2017; . The object-based approach, which recognizes decomposed objects from the environment observations, has attracted considerable attention in the field of reinforcement learning as well [Asai and Fukunaga, 2017; Zhu et al., 2018; Goel et al., 2018] . LatPlan [Asai and Fukunaga, 2017 ] uses a variational auto-encoder (VAE) to generate a problem representation from raw pixel observations in an unsupervised manner, but requires certain constraint on the environment as objects can only appear in a limited number of discrete locations, e.g., each piece of an image-based instance of the 8-puzzle. OODP [Zhu et al., 2018] is very close related to our work by proposing a complicated compositional architecture combining background extraction, static object detection, and dynamic object detection. One of the limitations of OODP is that it requires the background to be fixed through time. MOREL [Goel et al., 2018] applies optical flow in video sequences and feeds the learned features to model-free RL frameworks as the position and velocity information of moving objects. Although MOREL ignores the relational reasoning among objects, it could be served as a supplementary module to our proposed method to better benefit from existing advances in computer vision. On the other hand, OPC follows an unsupervised manner to extract object abstractions by minimizing the free energy of unsupervised perceptual grouping . By biasing the discovered object representations through the temporal-difference error, he decision-making process can also benefit from the inductive bias by representing states, actions and policies using the relational language, which facilitates the generalization over goals, states, and actions [Džeroski et al., 2001] .
In addition to the exchange between the agent and the environment, we also consider the physical interactions between objectpairs from the raw sensory input by equipping the perception model with the relational mechanism, which has been extensively discussed in both physical reasoning [Chang et al., 2016; Battaglia et al., 2016; Santoro et al., 2017] and reinforcement learning literature [Džeroski et al., 2001; Driessens and Džeroski, 2004; .
C Experiment Details
OPC In all experiments we trained the perception model using ADAM [Kingma and Ba, 2014] with default parameters and a batch size of 32. Each input consists of a sequence of binary 84×84 images containing two poison objects (two circles) and one food object (a rectangle) that start in random positions and float within the image for t ro steps. These frames were thresholded at 0.0001 to obtain binary images and added with bit-flip noise (p = 0.2). We used a convolutional encoder-decoder architecture inspired by recent GANs [Chen et al., 2016] [Mnih et al., 2016] with an MLP policy as the decision making module of OPC. The MLP policy added a 512-unit fully connected layer with rectifier nonlinearity after layer 4 of the perception model. The decision making module had two set of outputs -a softmax output with one entry per action representing the probability of selecting the action, and a single linear output representing the value function. The decision making module was trained using RMSProp [Tieleman and Hinton, 2012] with a learning rate of 7e − 4, a reward discount factor γ = 0.99, an RMSProp decay factor of 0.99, and performed updates after every 5 actions. A2C We used the same convolutional architecture as the encoder of the perception model of OPC (layer 1 to 3), followed by a fully connected layer with 512 hidden units followed by a rectifier nonlinearity. The A2C was trained using the same setting as the decision making module of OPC. WM-A2C We use the same setting as [Ha and Schmidhuber, 2018] to separately train the V model and the M model. The experience is generated off-line by a random policy operating in the Pixel Waterworld environment. We concatenated the output of the V model and the M model as the A2C input, and trained A2C using the same setting as introduced above. 
